For over 100 years, Federal Signal has been designing solutions for the emergency response industry. Our engineers developed the first rotating beacon, the first enclosed lightbar, the trademark sound of the Q-Siren, Solaris LED reflector technology and now the first rotating LED beacon. Federal Signal is committed to remaining the innovative leader in warning products and we are proud to share in this heritage of commitment and service to all First Responders.
More options, increased performance, greater value...Federal Signal offers more of what you want in audible signaling.

### PA300-CN
- 100/200-Watt siren with lighting and SignalMaster™ control
- Siren tones include: Wail, Yelp, Priority, Air Horn and Manual
- Programmable remote control head and noise-cancelling microphone
- FS Convergence Network compatible

### PA300R
- All features of the popular PA300
- Single and dual remote mounted control versions
- Remote microphone and volume control

### PA640 Siren
- 100-Watt siren with lighting controls
- Programmable keypad and progressive slide switch
- Scrolling TAP II intersection clearing

### 650 Series Siren
- Eight 10-amp light and auxiliary relay positions
- Full featured 100-Watt remote siren
- Microphone and switch controls in handset

### Q2B Siren
- Features the trademark Q-Siren Wail
- Distinct sounds provides recognizable warning
- Beautifully streamlined and polished design

### Rumbler® Intersection Clearing System
- Improves emergency vehicle operator safety
- Produces penetrating low frequency sound waves
- Interacts with all 100/200-Watt siren amplifiers listed

### PA4000 Siren
- 200-Watt remote amplifier siren system
- Control head mounts flush
- Diagnostic feature

### SmartSiren® Platinum Siren
- FS Convergence Network for easy installation and programming
- Total system diagnostics
- Wide array of discreet and programmable outputs and relays

### 650 Series Siren
- Eight 10-amp light and auxiliary relay positions
- Full featured 100-Watt remote siren
- Microphone and switch controls in handset

### PA4000 Siren
- 200-Watt remote amplifier siren system
- Control head mounts flush
- Diagnostic feature

### SmartSiren® Platinum Siren
- FS Convergence Network for easy installation and programming
- Total system diagnostics
- Wide array of discreet and programmable outputs and relays

### PA300 SERIES Sirens
- External diagnostics
- New keypad with backlit membrane switches
- Sturdy power connections
- Reduced amp draw
- Smaller footprint
- 200-Watt siren system
- Traditional and trademarked Q-Siren® sound
- Compatible with the Rumbler®
- Removable microphone
- Auto, manual and brake capabilities
- Q-wail, yelp, priority, airhorn, PA and radio rebroadcast
- Foot switch compatible

### ES100 Speaker
- Features dependable neo-driver
- Compact 100-Watt speaker
- Black corrosion resistant aluminum housing

### AS124 Speaker
- Field replaceable neo-driver
- 100-Watt speaker
- Exceptionally strong lightweight housing

### BP Series Speaker
- 200-Watt speaker with reliable neo-driver
- Available with stainless steel “Electric F” grille or Q-Siren grille
- Recess mount for smooth in the bumper look

### Rumbler® Intersection Clearing System
- Improves emergency vehicle operator safety
- Produces penetrating low frequency sound waves
- Interacts with all 100/200-Watt siren amplifiers listed

### Q2B Siren
- Features the trademark Q-Siren Wail
- Distinct sounds provides recognizable warning
- Beautifully streamlined and polished design

### PA300 SERIES Sirens
- SmartSiren® Platinum Siren
- FS Convergence Network for easy installation and programming
- Total system diagnostics
- Wide array of discreet and programmable outputs and relays

### 650 Series Siren
- Eight 10-amp light and auxiliary relay positions
- Full featured 100-Watt remote siren
- Microphone and switch controls in handset

### PA4000 Siren
- 200-Watt remote amplifier siren system
- Control head mounts flush
- Diagnostic feature

### SmartSiren® Platinum Siren
- FS Convergence Network for easy installation and programming
- Total system diagnostics
- Wide array of discreet and programmable outputs and relays

### PA300 SERIES Sirens
- External diagnostics
- New keypad with backlit membrane switches
- Sturdy power connections
- Reduced amp draw
- Smaller footprint
- 200-Watt siren system
- Traditional and trademarked Q-Siren® sound
- Compatible with the Rumber®
- Removable microphone
- Auto, manual and brake capabilities
- Q-wail, yelp, priority, airhorn, PA and radio rebroadcast
- Foot switch compatible

### ES100 Speaker
- Features dependable neo-driver
- Compact 100-Watt speaker
- Black corrosion resistant aluminum housing

### AS124 Speaker
- Field replaceable neo-driver
- 100-Watt speaker
- Exceptionally strong lightweight housing

### BP Series Speaker
- 200-Watt speaker with reliable neo-driver
- Available with stainless steel “Electric F” grille or Q-Siren grille
- Recess mount for smooth in the bumper look

### Q2B Siren
- Features the trademark Q-Siren Wail
- Distinct sounds provides recognizable warning
- Beautifully streamlined and polished design
More options, increased performance, greater value... Federal Signal offers more of what you want in audible signaling.

**PA300**
- 100/200-Watt fully featured electronic siren
- Illuminated non-glare control panel
- Noise-cancelling microphone and volume control

**ES100 Speaker**
- Features dependable neo-driver
- Compact 100-Watt speaker
- Black corrosion resistant aluminum housing

**AS124 Speaker**
- Field replaceable neo-driver
- 100-Watt speaker
- Exceptionally strong lightweight housing

**BP Series Speaker**
- 200-Watt speaker with reliable neo-driver
- Available with stainless steel “Electric F” grille or Q-Siren grille
- Recess mount for smooth in the bumper look

**PA4000 Siren**
- 200-Watt remote amplifier siren system
- Control head mounts flush
- Diagnostic feature

**PA640 Siren**
- 100-Watt siren with lighting controls
- Programmable keypad and progressive slide switch
- Scrolling TAP II intersection clearing

**650 Series Siren**
- Eight 10-amp light and auxiliary relay positions
- Full featured 100-Watt remote siren
- Microphone and switch controls in handset

**Rumbler® Intersection Clearing System**
- Improves emergency vehicle operator safety
- Produces penetrating low frequency sound waves
- Interacts with all 100/200-Watt siren amplifiers listed

**ES100 Speaker**
- Features dependable neo-driver
- Compact 100-Watt speaker
- Black corrosion resistant aluminum housing

**AS124 Speaker**
- Field replaceable neo-driver
- 100-Watt speaker
- Exceptionally strong lightweight housing

**BP Series Speaker**
- 200-Watt speaker with reliable neo-driver
- Available with stainless steel “Electric F” grille or Q-Siren grille
- Recess mount for smooth in the bumper look

**PA300 SERIES Sirens**
- SIRENS & SPEAKERS
- **Q2B   Siren**
  - Features the trademark Q-Siren Wail
  - Distinct sounds provides recognizable warning
  - Beautifully streamlined and polished design
  - External diagnostics
  - New keypad with backlit membrane switches
  - Sturdy power connections
  - Reduced amp draw
  - Smaller footprint
  - 200-Watt siren system
  - Traditional and trademarked Q-Siren® sound
  - Compatible with the Rumber
  - Removable microphone
  - Auto, manual and brake capabilities
  - Q-wail, yelp, priority, airhorn, PA and radio rebroadcast
  - Foot switch compatible

**e-Q2B®**
- New Look, improved functionality, same “Q” sound
- External diagnostics
- New keypad with backlit membrane switches
- Sturdy power connections
- Reduced amp draw
- Smaller footprint
- 200-Watt siren system
- Traditional and trademarked Q-Siren® sound
- Compatible with the Rumber
- Removable microphone
- Auto, manual and brake capabilities
- Q-wail, yelp, priority, airhorn, PA and radio rebroadcast
- Foot switch compatible
For over 100 years, Federal Signal has been designing solutions for the emergency response industry. Our engineers developed the first rotating beacon, the first enclosed lightbar, the trademark sound of the Q-Siren, Solaris LED reflector technology and now the first rotating LED beacon. Federal Signal is committed to remaining the innovative leader in warning products and we are proud to share in this heritage of commitment and service to all First Responders.